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ABSTRA(~T 

The scheduling theory of Heemstra de Groot et al. is supplemented by 


extending the Final Matrix's usefulness beyond finding iteration bounds, 


critical loops and subcriticalloops of recursive data flow graphs (RDFGs) to 


scheduling. Explicit formulas are developed for slack time and rate-optimal 


scheduling based on entries of the final matrix. Initial scheduling of each 


node on the critical loop is derived to avoid transient or idle periods in the 


schedule of each node on the critical loop. A procedure is presented to up


date the scheduling range of nodes yet to be scheduled after the scheduling 


of a node based on the final matrix. Thus, this work employs a single tool 


"final matrix" rather than different tools as in (1) for RDFG scheduling. 


I. ISTRODUCTION 

In a multiproces.'ior environment, the recur

,ive Data Flow Graph (RDFG) is frequently used 

10 model specifications of real time applications 

perfonning repetitive tasks such as image process-

and to express the available concurrency. 

DFGs are directed graphs where directed edges 

model the precedence constraints between nodes. 

r~1ch node accepts one input data from each of its 

input node, executes ~me tasks and outputs one 

data to each of its output node. Such a DFG is 

ralted single-rate DFG (SDFG). If more than one 

data is involved in the above description, then it is 

called multi-rate DFG. The time period of a SDFG 

between two successive executions of a node is 

called the iteration period. This paper deals only 

with recursive SDFGs (referred to as RDFG here

after), where every node is in some loops. 

It is well-known that one cannot improve 

the speedup factor or shorten the iteration peri

od more than a certain limit by continuously 

supplying more processors. Such an iteration 

period is the shortest one and it is termed the 

iteration bound. The corresponding schedul

ing is called rate-optimal. An RDFG contains 

1 This paper was partially supported by New Jersey Institute of 1echnology under grant No's.421190 and 421380. 

2 The former name of the author is Yuh Yaw which has appeared in some of his earlier publications. 
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a number of loops; some which called 

critical loops determine the iteration bound. 

This is similar to the case of nonrecursive 

DFGs whose performance are determined 

the critical path; the scheduling techniques of 

which have been well-developed. It takes much 

less overhead to schedule nodes at the compile 

or design time; i.e., static scheduling, com

pared with run-time scheduling. It has been an 

active research area to achieve maximum 

throughput with optimum number of proces

sors using appropriate scheduling. There are 

two aspects of scheduling: time and processor. 

Each node must be assigned a starting time and 

a processor to execute. The optimization of 

which is an NP-complete problem [1). Most 

approaches perform both with one algorithm; 

iteratively searching the Qptimum which suf-, 

fers from large time complexity. We choose to 

find the time scheduling first with polynomial 

time complexity followed by a heuristics for 

processor scheduling with no iterative search. 

As a result, the approach is faster. All ap

proaches separate the search of critical loops 

and iteration bounds from the scheduling. We, 

nevertheless, integrates them by applying the 

final matrix to search critical loops, iteration 

bounds, and time scheduling. This paper con

centrates on the time scheduling only to em

phasize the advantage of final matrix. 

Heemstra de Groot et al. have discussed 

various scheduling methods and invented an ef

fective scheduling method (1) (2) to achieve 

minimum iteration period given a set of proces

sors (called maximum-throughput scheduling 

with limited resources) and to minimum 

number of processors for a given iteration peri

od (called fixed-rate scheduling). This work 

is concerned only with the fixed-rate schedul

ing which is briefly reviewed to show the ad

vantages of the method by Heemstra de Groot 

et al. The single-iteration metholt (3) - (4) ex
• 

ploits concurrency within a single iteration. 

The direct-blocking method (5) (6) exploits 

concurrency across a number of, iterations. 

These two methods do not fully exploit all the 

available concurrency; therefore the nU1?er of 

processors is not optimized. The fixed-rate 

method assigns processors to nodes given the 

iteration period. An example is Parhi's ap

proach (7) which first translates the DFG into 

an equivalent perfect-rate RDFG, then unfolds 

it. The disadvantage is the extra memory re

quired. There are two other such approaches: 

(1) Maximum spanning tree by Renfors and 

Neuvo (8) - (10). This method does not explic

itly try to optimize the number of processors. 

(2) Search of cyclo-static schedules (11). It 

performs depth-first search of cyclo-static 

schedules by fixing both the iteration period 

and the number of processors. However, 

method does not guarantee a feasible schedule. 

The main idea of Heemstra de Groot et 

al. 's work lies in the concept of scheduling 

range. Nodes on a critical loop have fixed exe

cution times within each iteration. Nodes on 

noncritical loops, however, have flexibility in 

terms of their execution times within an itera

tion; that is, there exist scheduling ranges for 

such nodes. Appropriate scheduling of such 

nodes, subject to the constraint of scheduling 

range, may lead to an optimized number of 

--"""'Ii 
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processors and minimum iteration period. 

They calculate the iteration bound and the mo

bility (the length of scheduling range) of each 

node in a separate fashion. The iteration bound 

is computed (12) (14) based on the minimum 

cost-to-time ratio cycle algorithm in (15). The 

inequality graph is constructed to find the 

scheduling range without explicit formulas. 

The best candidate to be scheduled next in 

their scheduling heuristic holds the shortest 

scheduling range and can be searched in a linear 

fashion. Once the node's execution time is 

fixed, the scheduling range of nodes are updat

ed using the inequality graph, continue this 

proces..<:; until all nodes' execution times are 

fixed. The time complexity for finding and up

dating scheduling ranges is 0 ( ne ) = 0 ( n3 
) 

where e (n) is the total number of edges 

( nodes). The total time complexity for 

scheduling all nodes is O( n 2e) [since there are 

O( 11) updates) . 

We propose a unified approach to elimi

nate the construction of inequality graphs. Us

ing an explicit formula, we can fix each node's 

execution time obtaining the static rate-optimal 

scheduling rather than the heuristics by Heem

stra de Groot et al. We construct an initial dis

tance matrix for the RDFG assuming a guess 

iteration bound and apply Floyd-Warshall's al

gorithm to find the shortest distance between 
''" 

any two nodes. Using a binary search method, 

we can find the iteration bound and nodes on 

critical loops. Each diagonal entry of the final 

matrix represents the shortest distance from a 

node to itself. Hence it provides an ordering a

mong nodes in terms of mobility. Based on this 

final matrix, explicit formulas exist for the 

scheduling range and the static rate-optimal 

scheduling. The scheduling method by Heem

stra de Groot et al. does not consider the initial 

scheduling; it considers only steady-state 

scheduling. As a result, idle or transient peri

ods may appear in the initial portion of the 

schedule. We propose a theory in this paper to 

eliminate such initial transient periods. 

To make this paper self-contained, we re

view the theory of final matrix (12) - (15) in 

Sections II and III, respectively. An example 

of multiprocessor scheduling based on the criti

cal and critical loops is shown in Section IV. 

Section V derives the slack times of critical 

loops and scheduling ranges of nodes. Update 

of scheduling range is presented in Section VI. 

Section VII presents a technique that elimi

nates the transient period. Finally we conclude 

the paper in Section VI II . 

D. fIEIW1(W BOUMl AND UU'IlQ\L lOOP 

To simplify the presentation, we assume 

that all nodes of a DFG are on certain loops. 

As shown in Fig. 1, an edge Ei carrying data 

to a node bears a symbol "xiD" (Xi delay ele

ments) or "D" where " is a positive inte

gerindicating the difference of iteration num

bers between the input data into the edge and 

the output data from the edge - an inter-itera

tion precedence relationship between a data-ac

cepting node and a data-outputting node. If 

there is no delay element on an edge from node 

ni to node nit then the nth execution of tasks 

in nj involves data from the nth execution of 

n, an intra-iteration precedence relationship 
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between rl i and rl j • 

Let T k :::: L ri denote the sum of execu
11,E L, 

tion times r; of nodes rl; in loop L k • Nk L 
E,EL, 

denotes the total number of delay elements Xi 

of every edge Ei in loop L k • Loop Bound LBk 

of loop Lk = lNk ! is the total loop computation 

time, T k , divided by the number of delay ele

ments, Nk, inside loop mm Lk• Iteration 

Bound (I max I~> k = 1,2 •... ,q !"; q being 

the number of loops) of a system is the lower 

bound on the achievable iteration period. The 

loop with the largest loop bound is called the 

critical loop. There are four loops in Fig. 1, 

and loop rll-rl2-rl4-rl5-rll is the critical loop 

with the maxim~m loop bound I = 3~ = 15. 

Initial Matrix Q(1)(see Fig. 2) has entry val

ue q/l) RXk riC where R is a guess value of 

the I) if rli connects to rlj through Ek and 00 if 
they are not connected directly. Slack Time 
of a loop Lk with the iteration period R is Sk 

Fig. 1. A DFG with five nodes and seven arcs. 

co 

co co co -20 
Q(l) lco co co -4 

co 10 -5 

I 

12 co 00 co 

13 co co co 

Fig. 2. The Initial Distance l\latrix. 

=RNk T k. 

Based on the initial matrix, a series of in

termediate matrices Q(m). m = 2,3, ,'" can be 

found according to Floyd-Warshall's ~orithm 
as shown in Fig. 3. Precisely, q/m) min 

(qJm-l) , min (qik(m-l) , qk/m-1»)). The m th 
k <11.2. ···.m I 

intermediate matrix, with entries q/m), repre

sents the shortest distances between any two 

nodes, among all paths. These paths are com

posed of the intermediate nodes, which do not 

pass through more nodes than 2m -1. There

fore, q,/m)<q/m-l)since the shortest path 

rl; to rlj passes more or equal number of nodes 

in the mth iteration than in the (m-l)th itera
. Th h (m) - • ( (m·l)tIOn. us, we ave qij - mm qik , 

kd1.2.···.nl 

qk/m1)). This is similar to the matrix multipli

cation of Q(m-I) by itself if we view the opera

tions "min" and" + " as "L" and "x" (multi

plication), respectively. Let" *" indicate this 

kind of matrix multiplication, then we have 

Q(m) Q(m-l) * Q(m-l). There exists a limiting 

value of m such that the above operation fails 

to produce qij smaller than qi/O • Particularly, 

indicates the shortest distance among all 

the loops through node n,. Matrix (II) in Fig. 3 

stores the final q,/o. There are three cases a&'lO

ciated with the diagonal entries as follows: 

Theorem 1 (16): In the final matrix QW , if 

the diagonal entries are (1) all positive, R > 

......... 
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I; (2) some negative, R < I; and (3) one or 

more zero and the rest positive, R I. 

Thus, we can make a guess of I, apply 

Theorem 1 to determine which case applies and 

the guess accordingly; e. g. , if case (1) 

we decrease the guess. We can choose 

zero as the lower bound of the guess, since the 

iteration bound is always positive, and the sum 

of all nodes' execution times as the upper 

. Using the binary search, we can obtain 

the I within tolerable error. Nodes on critical 

can be identified and the corresponding 

bound constitutes the I. Then we can 

construct the final matrix with R = I. The to

tal time complexity is O( n3 logn ) because it is 

O( n 8
) using the Floyd-Warshall's algorithm 

and there are logn searches. 

Thus there exists only one of some 

containing nodes whose entries in the final 

matrix with R I are zeroes (see Theorem 1) . 

For other nodes, their diagonal entries are all 

positive; hence Wi) >~:, where the subscript 

.. ot" stands for loops whose ~ values are dif

ferent from the ~:. Thus > Not and the 

nodes with the smallest diagonal entry (zero) 

are on loops with the maximum loop bound 

compared with other loops and are thus on the 

loops. 

E.rample: The diagonal entries of nodes nl, 

IIJ, n4, and n5(in a loop) are zeros in the final 

matrix in Fig. 3. Therefore, loop n rn:rn..n5

1/, is a critical loop. 

In the sequel, let ail qr/f). From the 

definition of shortest distance, we have the fol

lowing lemma for entries in the final matrix. 

Lemma 1: aij + aik. 

The equality holds when nj is on the criti

cal (shortest) path from ni to nk; hence we 

have the following lemma: 

Lemma 2: aij + aji =aii 0 where both ni and 

n j are on a cri tical loop. 

III. SLBCRITICAL LOOP 

Every node has a shortest loop through it

self. Such a loop is called the subcritical loop 

through the node if the loop is not a critical 

one . For the RDFG in Fig. 1, all nodes except 

n.1 are on the critical loop. n8 is on the subcriti

cal loop : ns-n..nSnrn8' 

In the scheduling algorithm by Heemstra 

de Groot et al., nodes with less mobility are 

scheduled ahead of those with more mobility. 

In case of equal mobility, a node with a fixed

range limit (i. e., all predecessors or succe.<;

sors of the node have been time scheduled) has 

higher priority. This policy can be extended 

and is equivalent to the policy that nodes on a 

0 10 -5 -10 
-10 0 -15 -20 -23 

Q(2) = (I) 

10 20 5 0 -3 
13 23 8 3 co 

6 18 3 -4 -7 

0 10 -5 -10 
-10 0 -15 -20 

Q(J) = (II) 

10 20 5 0 -3 
13 23 8 3 0 

6 16 1 -4 -7 

Fig. 3. The computed matrices. 
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subcritical loop with less slack time are sched

uled before any node on another subcriticalloop 

with larger slack time (also used in the 

scheduling algorithm by Parhi). In case of two 

subcriticalloops tie with each other, all nodes 

of one of these two subcriticalloops are sched

before any node on the other subcritical 

loop. The following theorem leads to the algo

rithm for finding subcri tical loops. 

Theorem 2: nj is on a subcritical loop for 

n;, if and only if aij + aji = aii • 

Proof: 1. Assume nj is on the subcriticalloop 

L k • The shortest paths from ni to nj and vice 

versa are on loop L k • Thus, aij + aji = aii . 

2.Assume aij + aji aii. Recall that at the 

end of Floyd-W arshall' s algorithm, a ii 

min (aiu + au;). If n, is not on a subcritical 
u <11.2 .... •nl 

loop containing ni, then aij + aji> a;; a con

tradiction to the assumption. Hence n, is on a 

subcriticalloop containing n,. 

Algorithnl: 

Based on Theorem 2, we have the following al

gorithm: 

Algorithm for Finding Subcritical Loops: 

1) Pick a node ng with the smallest diagonal 

entry, among all the nodes yet to be picked, as 

the searching node. 

2) Among all the node.") next to the searching 

node, select the node nj such that agj + ajg 

a gg • 

. 	 3) Make nj a' new searching node. Repeat 

steps 2 and 3 until the node ng in step 1 IS 

reached and a new subcriticalloop is, thus, i

dentified. 

4) Repeat steps 1-3 until all nodes have been 

picked. 

The time complexity of step 1 is 0 ( n) . 

Step 2 takes 0 (n) time steps. A subcritical 

loop is identified by repeating steps 2 and 3. 

corresponding time complexity is O(n 2
) • 

Since the algorithm picks exactly one subcriti

cal loop through each node, there are 0 ( n) 

subcritical loops in the wo;st case, the time 

complexity of the algorithm is O( 

Example of Subcritical La.Jps :Fo~ the RDFG 

in 1, there is a subcriticalloop through n.~ 

which is not on the critical loop . The on~ next 

possible node to n8 is n4; hence n4 is also on 

the subcriticalloop. are two node.") next 

to n4, namely, ns and nl' ns is picked because 

it satisfies the condition in step 2 of the algo

rithm. That is a.'15 + a5.~:= a,'l~ = 1 where ng = 

3. nl is picked next, since it is the only node 

next to ns. Finally, n8 is the only node next to 

nl, that satisfies the condition in step 2 and so 

subcriticalloop is n,r n".. ns- nrn,~. 

IV. EXAMPI..ES OF SCHEDUI..ING 

To give the reader an idea of scheduling 

and a better insight of the theory presented lat

er, we present an example of scheduling. After 

locating the critical loop, we may develop a 

schedule (Fig. 4) to achieve maximum 

throughput or minimum iteration period. One 

scheduling method is the ASAP (As Soon As 
Possible) scheduling where any node is exe

cuted as soon as the node is executable. An ex

ample of the ASAP scheduling based on the 

critical loop found and the calculated iteration 

bound, for the RDFG in Fig. 1, is shown in 

Fig . 4 . We allocate two processors P 1 and P 2 
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FigA A scheduling oftbeDFG in Fig. 1 usingtbreeprocessors. 

for nodes on the critical loop, since there are 

two independent data samples (i. e., N 2 ) 

to execute the nodes in the critical loop 

simultaneously. We assign another processor 

(P3) to n8' After t = 35, the throughput of 

the system is maintained at one iteration per 15 

uni ts of time; i. e., the iteration bound is 15. 

:.Jote that proces.<;()r PI is idle only during the 

time period from time 25 to 35, P2 has no idle 

period and P3 idles most of the time. After t 

85, both PI and P2 have a throughput of 

one iteration per 30 time units. 

Thus, in general, nodes on the critical 

loop are executed at a fixed time within each it

eration period after the initial transient period. 

Since I equals the loop bound of the critical 

loop Lc; i.e., I = ,N, samples of data 

must be processed during Tc period of time and 

we assign one processor for each data sample 

(or delay) on L,. Other nodes which are not 

on the critical loop should be executed in such a 

fashion so that the fixed timings of the nodes 

on critical loop do not change. Hence the gen

eral principle in scheduling is that one assigns 

as many processors as the number of delay ele

ments on the cri tical loop . Assign processors to 

other nodes on subcriticalloops so as not to dis

turb the schedule of nodes on the critical loop. 

Subcritical loops with smaller slack times 

(hence less mobility) have higher priorities for 

scheduling. Processors as..<;igned to subcritical 

loops may idle during one iteration due to the 

fact that their loop bounds are smaller than the 

maximum loop bound. Because of this idling, 

the execution of a node on a subcriticalloop can 
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be more flexible and there exists a lower bound 

and an upper bound (i. e., scheduling range) 

of its execution time during each iteration. The 

larger the deviation of its loop bound from the 

maximum, the more flexible the scheduling for 

nodes on the subcritical (but not on the 

critical) loop. We can use the final matrix 

( QU)) to determine the scheduling range for 

any node na in the next section. 

Although the above scheduling achieves 

the maximum throughput or minimum itera

tion period. It is not fully static; i . e., the 

scheduling is determined at the run rather than 

the compile time which incurs much overhead. 

The proposed technique for fully static schedul

ing and its example will be presented in Section 

VIr. Also· there is an idling period (hole) in 

processor·PI and. PI executes nodes only on 

the critical loop . Such a hole can be eliminated 

with the ALAP (As Late As Possible) 

scheduling (Fig. 5) where the execution of an 

initially executable node is delayed as mush as 

02
02

PI 

10 IS 6S 70 75 

"' I " nr I " ttl"! ~ I 

;>02325 31) 505355 60 ao 

!J 
idl~1t..u.' 

........... 


possible without making iteration period 

larger than the iteration bound. The delay is 

such that the data samples on each critical loop 

are evenly distributed and the time interval be

tween any two successive data samples is I . 

Fig. 5, the execution starting "fimes of these 
• 

processors are staggered and processor P2 
starts execution the earliest. Each such proces

sor will execute nodes on the critic~lloop 

out idling periods. In general, it is not <tvious 

which initially executable nodes should delay 

its execution and which should not. This will 

dealt with in Theorem 5. 

V. SlACKNESS AND SOIEIllIJM:, HA~ 

In the rest of this paper, let nr denote 

reference node which executes at the beginning 

of each iteration under steady state. The exe

cution times of all other nodes during each iter

ation can be expressed relative to n r • A node 

on a critical loop is preferred to be the refer

ence node because the scheduling time of a 

FIg,S The-latest scheduling of the DFGin Fig, 1 usingtbreeprocessors, 
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node on a noncritical loop during one iteration 

may not be fixed. 

.\. Slack Tinle for R = I 

Lemma 3: When R I, (a) the slack time of 

the critical loop through a node not on any crit 

loops equals the diagonal entry of the node; 

the slack time of a critical loop is zero; (c) 

the slack time of any loop through a node is no 

less than the diagonal entry of the node. 

Proof: (a) The slack time of a loop. by its 

definition. represents the distance from a node 

11k of the loop to the node itself on the loop. 

:-Jow the diagonal entry (a",,) of nk in the final 

matrix corresponds to the shortest distance; 

hence the slack time of the subcritical loop 

from the node to itself; (b) comes from the fact 

that the diagonal entries (slack times) for 

nodes on the critical loop are zeros; (c) comes 

from the fact that the distance from a node to 

itself on any nonsubcritical loop through the 

node is larger than that of the subcriticalloop. 

R. Petri Net (PN) Model And Inequality Graph 

Our theory about the scheduling range is 

on inequality graph by Heemstra de 

Groot et al. which is based on the forward and 

backward relation. Heemstra de Groot et al. ' s 

token £low concept behind the above two rela

tions can be better understood by recognizing 

that RDFG is a special case of PN3 discussed 

below and followed by the inequality graph. 

The program for Fig. 1 is as follows: 

Program 1: 

initial conditions: nsrll(O), nlnAO), and 

n4nl(O) . 

for each lk= 1 to ex) t 1 


nlnlk) = /nln2 [n41llk-l) , nsnlk-l)) 


nln.lk) /nln.Q [n41llk-l). nsnlk-l)) 


ninlk) / n2n4 [nlnlk-l)) 


n,qrllk) = /1IBn4 [nlnlk)) 


n4nlk) /n4nl [n2nlk) , n,qrllk)) 


n41ls(k) = /n4n.S [n2nlk), n,qrllk) ] 


nsnlk) In.!', [n41ls(k) J! 

wherexy(n) (x, y = nl, n2, n,h n40r n,s) 


indicates the data output from node x to node y 


at the nth iteration, j~y [. Jstands for the func


tion to calculate xy(n). 


Based on the above initial data, only nodes 

nl and n2 can be executed. nl executes by con

suming n41l1 (0) and nsnl (0) to produce data 

nln2(1) and n/na(1). Similarly, n2 executes to 

produce data n2n4 (1). Now n,~ can execute to 

produce n,'l1l4(1) which in tum, along with the 

data n2n4 (1), enable.., n4 to execute. Thus a 

node is executable as soon as all its input edges 

have data. After the execution, it produces da

ta for all of its output edges. This node execu

tion semantics is similar to that of transition 

firing in a PN (19J , where a transition can 

fire, if and only if, of its input places have 

tokens and once a transition is fired, all of its 

output places get tokens. Thus, one can con

sider delay elements as tokens, nodes as transi

tions, edge.., as places, and node executions as 

transition firings. Thus the delay elements cor

3 PNs can also model communication protocols - (19) 
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responding to the initial data can be viewed as 

the initial marking of the equivalent PN. 

When a data arrives at the input edge of a 

node and the node cannot execute because the 

data at the other input edges are not yet avail

able, we say the newly arrived data is waiting 

at the input edge of the node. 

Note that in the above first iteration, n8 

cannot execute until nl finishes its execution. 

Thus there is a precedence relationship be

tween nl and na within the same iteration - in

tra-iteration precedence. CAlntinuing the above 

execution, eventually ns and n4 execute respec

tively to produce input data for nJ to initiate 

the next iteration. This kind of precedence re

lationship betweenn5 (or n4) and nl is called 

inter-iteration relationship, because n5 and n4 

execute in the first iteration and nl executes in 

the second iteration. 

Note that from the above initial data, nl 

and n2 can execute at the same time by allocat

ing one processor to each node. Thus within 

one iteration, multiple processors can be as

signed to the nodes without precedence con

straints, with the help of the acyclic prece

dence graph (APG) of the RDFG obtained by 

deleting all edges having delay elements. This 

assignment by identifying the critical path is 

called an admissible multiprocessor schedule. 

Consider another set of initial data (or ini

tial marking) n2n4(O) ,n,cl1l4(O) , and nm2(O) 

(which can be obtained from the above first set 

of initial data by executing nl, n2 and na there

by shifting delay elements from nsnl and n4nJ 

to ni/1.4 and n,o/l4, respectively). This results in 

a different schedule and a different APG (again 

by deleting the edges having delays) and may 

produce a shorter iteration period. The action 

of shifting delays to produce a different set of 

initial data is called retiming. Retiming (11) 

shifts the delays on some edges to different 

edges in the same loop such that the" total de
• 

lays in any loop are conserved and the steady 

state input/output behavior of the system re

mains unchanged (7) . 

The retiming technique assigns proce.">SOts 

to nodes based on intra-iteration precedence re~ 
lationship. System performance can be further 

enhanced by exploiting concurrency from suc

cessive iterations which can be obtained by exam

ining inter-iteration precedence relationship. To 

scrutinize this relationship, one may examine 

the RDFG for more than one iteration; i.e., 

the RDFG is unfolded. Program unfolding du

plicates each node j times, to parallelize tasks 

in j consecutive iterations: An example of pro

gram unfolding can be found in (3) . 

Because any edge in an RDFG has only 

two end nodes, any place in the corresponding 

PN model has exactly one input and one output 

transition. Thus it is decision-free or a marked 

graph (MG). If we execute transitions in the 

MG in an ASAP (as soon as possible) fashion, 

eventually a steady state will be reached where 

the time period (called cycle time in (16)) be

tween two successive firings of any transition 

equals the maximum loop bound or iteration 

bound as shown in the following theorem: 

Theorem 3 (16) : For a decision-free PN, 

(l)The number of tokens in a circuit remains 

the same after any firing sequence. 

(2)All transitions have the same cycle time. 
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(3)the minimum cycle time (maximum perfor

mance) C is given by. 

C = max 1~:;k = 1,2, ... , q 

This theorem is useful to explain the back

ward relation. Heemstra de Groot et al. calcu

lated scheduling range based on the inequality 

graph which is constructed as follows. Consid

er an edge with no delay elements from 11; to 

11,. Their execution moments ti and tj must 

~atisfy the forward relation: t i + rj • Con-

a path P from lli to rlj with nonzero delay 

elements. The backward relation: tj ti + 

:-.: (r, xeI). The forward relation is obvious 
"f P 

since it takes ri for lli to finish execution and 

injecting a data sample to the input of rlj. The 

backward relation is not that obvious, but is 

based on Theorem 3 that any two successive 

executions of a node are separated by I (i.e., 

the cycle time C) under steady state". Each de-

element on P will be consumed by firing llj 

once. The total time duration for a total of N p 

delay elements on P is N pI. This moves the 

earliest time that tj can execute backward by 

~~pI explaining the backward relation. These 

two relations can be re-expressed as tr ri 

and tr 2:; (re - xd ) . Note the expression
n,E P 

of the right-hand side of the above inequality 

corresponds to the negative of the ij entries, 

i.e., Qij(1)", in the initial matrix. The back

ward relation, thus, is equivalent to the fol

lowing: 

Lemma 4: Under steady state, the earliest 

time llj can start execution is tj t j - aij. This 

happens when no data (delay element) on P 

suffers any waiting. 

Proof: In general, there are a number of such 

P and a set of backward relations which can be 

replaced by a single one: t i + max I; (re 
p "IE P 

Xe I) which corresponds to the P with the 

largest 2:;(re-xtI) -aij' 
n,E P 

The inequality graph consists of the same 

nodes and edges as the RDFG with edge 

lengths equal to the value on the right side of 

the above inequality. An example of the in

equality graph of Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 6. 

The earliest possible scheduling time of any 

node rlj can be found by finding the longest 

( critical) path from the reference node 11, to 

Fig. 6. The Inequality graph of the DFG in Fig. 1. 

4 Hence the backward relation holks only. under steady state. 

-12 
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II j. The corresponding late.<;t scheduling time 

can be found by the longest path from llj tOll" 

multiplied by -1. Using the Bellman-Ford algo

rithm, one can find the longest paths from 

ll r to all other nodes. By reversing all edges and 

multiplying all lengths by -1 in the inequality 

graph, one can find all longest paths to ll" 

Note that an edge length of the inequality 

graph corresponds to the negative value of an 

entry in the initial matrix; hence the longest 

path calculation corresponds to that of the 

shortest path in Section II. The final matrix 

with R I contains the shortest distance be

tween any two nodes. Note the backward rela

tion holds only under steady state; it may not 

hold under initial transient period. In other 

words, Heemstra de Groot et al. did not deal 

with initial transients. Its time complexity for 

finding and updating scheduling range is 0 ( II 

e) = O( n2
) compared to O( n) in the explicit 

formula approach pre.<;ented next. Also the to

tal time complexity for scheduling all nodes is 

O(n2e) (since there are O( n) updates) com

pared with the O( ll) of the static rate-optimal 

scheduling based on Theorem 5 in Section VII. 

This may be attributed to the fact that their 

scheduling involves processors as well as time, 

while ours only deals with time. 

(~. Scheduling Range 

Theorem 4:The scheduling range of a node nj 

is (-arj % I, ajr % I), where % is the module 

operator. 

Proof:From Lemma 4. we have the earliest tj 

t r- arj % I arj % I, where tr °for the 

reference node. Because the absolute value of 

a r) could be greater than I, we have applied 

the module operator to get the execution time 

of tj within an iteration. Similarly, the ALAP 

scheduling time is determined by the longest 

(or critical) path from llj to n r ; i.e., by the 

entries air in the final matrix. Tl;tus the latest 

tj= t r- (- ajr)%I ajr%I. f" 

Thus, we need not construct the inequali

ty graph to find scheduling range. Note that 

the time complexity of calculating the scbedul

ing range based on the above explicit forrrl'ala is 

O( n ). Note ( -arj) may be a negative integer, 

after taking the" %" operator, it becomes pos

itive. As a result, the left end of the range 

may be greater than that of the right end 

which implies that the earliest po.<;sible schedul

ing of the node may be sooner than the execu

tion time of n r' The following corollaries fol

low directly from Theorem 4. 

Corollary 1: The mobility of a node nj is no 

smaller than ajj, if ajr + arj< I. 

Proof: The mobility of nj equals the length of 

the scheduling range, i. e., (arj + ajr) % I = 
arj + ajr> aij> 0. 
The following corollary is obvious. 

Corollary 2: If nr is on the critical loop 

through nj, the mobility of nj equals aij %I. 

Example: Pick r = 2. The scheduling range of 

nodes n1 to n5 are (10,10), (0,0), (0,1), 

(5,5) and (8.8), respectively during each it

eration which are consistent with both Figs. 4 

and 5. 

VI. LPDATE OF SCHEDULING RANGE 

When the execution of n. is postponed by 

an amount () from its earliest scheduling time, 
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it affects the scheduling range of nodes yet to 

be scheduled. Equivalently, we would produce 

same changes if we increase the execution 

time of 1l, by 0 and execute it the earliest. 

Since we calculate the scheduling range based 

on the final matrix, it is necessary to find the 

updated final matrix reflecting the increase. 

Let Me and Mn denote the current and new up

dated matrices, respectively. Mn is calculated 

Me using the following lemma. 

Lemma 5: (1) aJ' aJ if both ll r and lld have 

been scheduled, (2) a c/ = min(acJ, a c/ + a,,,/

0), otherwise. 

Proof: The distance aij from 1l, to another 

node lld is decreased by 0, i. e. , a'f(/ = a,/-0. 

(2) comes from the fact that the shortest dis

tance between any two nodes llc and lld is the 

minimum of acdr and (a,/ + a ,a"-0). (1) comes 

from the fact the postpone cannot be arbitrarily 

large, it is limited by the scheduling algorithm 

:-;0 that the critical path between node.,; already 

scheduled does not get altered. 

Again, we do not need to construct the in

equality graph to update the scheduling range. 

time complexity of updating the final ma

trix based on the above explicit formula is 0 

Ill) since there are 0 ( n 2
) pairs of nodes. 

However. only entries arj and ajr (where r is 

fixed and j ranges from 1 to n) are needed for 

updating scheduling range according, to Theo

rem 4. 'thus, the time complexity of updating 

1he scheduling range is 0 ( n) compared with 

O(ne) using the inequality graph. Howev

er, if continuous updatings are required as in 

OJ , then an entries may be updated and the 

complexity is still O( n2 
). 

VB. HJMI.N,UI(W OF TRANSHNf PERI(J)S 

This section will develop the formula 

ALAP scheduling using the final matrix. 

For the following two lemma';, let the ref

erence node nr and node nj be on the critical 

loop. 

Lemma 6: Under steady state, tj t r- arj. 

Proof: Since under steady state, data on the 

critical loop do not suffer any waiting, from 

Lemma 4, we have tj t r- arj. 

Lemma 7: Let llr initially execute at t = t r
G

, 

Gthen the initial execution time of nj is (t r - arj) 


under the latest scheduling. 


Proof: Since there is no transient period, the 


first iteration exhibits the steady state 


behavior. Hence the lemma. 


The following theorem develops ALAP 


scheduling. 


Theorem 5: Using the ALAP scheduling for 


no transient. (1) the eariie.<;t node for execu


tion is the node 11m with the minimum a mr , (2) 


the initial execution time of any other node 1h 


IS tk~ = (akr- amr), and (3) the execution time 


of any node 11k relative to nrn in each iteration 


is tkO%I . 


Proof: (1)& (2) Let k m, then arne-arne = 0, 


which is consistent with the fact that 11m is exe


cuted at t = O. Also note t kO akr-amr > 0 for 


k #- m. It is also consistent with Lemma 7 


when both llr and 1lk are on the critical loop. 


This is because trO = -amr and tkO = akr-amr trO


ark (Lemma 7) where we have used the fact 


that akr + ark O. Thus, nodes on the critical 


loop exhibit steady state behavior from the be


ginning of scheduling by Lemma 6. We then 
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show that the execution of other nodes does 

not disturb the schedule of nodes on the critical 

loop by showing that it is also consistent with 

the backward relation as follows. From Lem

rna 1, we have aki + akr, or air-amr>ak[ 

amr-aki; i. e. , t;o> tkO- re -xeI) 

where P is any path from nk to ni, satisfying 

the backward relation. (3) comes from the fact 

that there are no transient periods, the initial 

execution time tkO% I relative to nm must re

main the same for all iterations. 

The above is derived from the backward 

relation. The initial scheduling for no transient 

period may not be unique. Another is shown in 

the following lemma using the forward relation 

and can be proved similar to that in Theorem 

5. 

Lemma 8: The following scheduling produces 


no transient: (1) the earliest node for execu


tion is the node nm with the maximum arm , 


(2) the initial execution time of any other node 


nkis t/= (ark arm), and (3) the execution 


time of any node nk relative to nm in each itera


tion is t/% I. 


Example: It is interesting to note that inde


pendent of the value of r, a2r is the minimum 


among all entries on column r. Pick an arbi


trary r =1. Hence m = 2 and n2 executes at t = 

O. The initial execution moments of other 


nodes areas follows. nl executes at (a21 - au) 


10. n8 executes at t = a,Wa21 16, n4 ex

ecutes at t = aw a21 = 10 + 10 20, and n5 

executes at t a5r a21 = 13 + 10 23. These 

initial execution timings are consistent with 

those in Fig. 5. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

We supplement the scheduling theory of 

Heemstra de Groot et al. by showing that the 

final matrix is not only useful for finding the it

eration bound and critical loop hut also to de

rive the explicit formulas 'for slack time, 

scheduling range and its update, and initial 

scheduling to avoid transient period. Thus, the 

theory presented in this paper eliminateSl'some 

redundant steps (e.g., inequality grap~ are 

no longer needed) from the scheduling algo

rithm of (1) . 

Here we apply our theory to retiming. 

Retiming is to redistribute the data samples to 

get a better scheduling. Mter the redistribu

tion, it breaks all edges with data samples. 

The longest path from initially executable 

nodes determines the iteration period. To 

make the period the same as I, data samples on 

critical loops must be evenly distributed and 

the distance between two successive data sam

ples on any loop less than or equal to I. This 

can be achieved by executing the RDFG until it 

reaches steady state. Based on this idea, first, 

we apply the tool to find the initial scheduling. 

Fire nodes according to this schedule until 

nodes have been fired at least once. The then 

distribution of the data samples would be an 

initial one to have no transient periods and cor

responds to a good retiming. 
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